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The Hackitt Review and Fire Safety



The Hackitt Review 

• Independent Review of Building Regs and Fire Safety – Dame 

Judith Hackitt, 17 May 2018

• Why is this important?

• Tension between political failures v technical failures

• “Race to the bottom” criticisms

• Integrated systemic change

Criticisms

• Ignorance of regulations/guidance

• Indifference

• Lack of clarity of roles and responsibilities

• Inadequate regulatory oversight and enforcement



Let’s start with a discussion!

Construction Index:

“Value engineering, the construction industry’s favourite 

euphemism for cutting costs, should be brought to an 

end, says Dame Judith Hackitt, author of the government’s 

BR review.

Dame Judith – VE is something:

“happy to never hear again. It is anything but value, it is 

cutting costs and quality.”



The Hackitt Review

• Hackitt – fire safety should be on a par

• Clear model risk ownership and a risk based approach

• A regulatory system:

– With “teeth”

– Outcomes based

– Properly overseen and enforced

• Behavioural change

• Clear roles and responsibilities

• Joint Competent Authority

• New enforcement and sanctions regime



The Hackitt Review

• A risk-based approach to regulation with three tiers:

– HRRBs – 10 or more storeys

– Institutional residential buildings

– All buildings

• Golden Thread of information

– Digital record

– Fire and emergency plan

– Full plans

– Construction control plan

– Pre-occupation fire risk assessment 

– Resident engagement strategy



The Hackitt Review - What should 

contractors be doing now?

• Evidencing safety

• Sensible procurement

• Influencing the direction of travel

• Keeping record

• Policing sub-contractors



The Hackitt Review - Competence

Employees

• Industry-led

• More than training

• Demonstrating 

competence 

• Fire risk assessors

Supply chain

• The CDM journey

• SSIP/PAS 91 and 

approved contractors

• Competence must be 

project-specific

• Ongoing monitoring



The Hackitt Review - Engagement

Leadership

• Fire safety on the agenda

• Champion/named director

• Setting targets and benchmarking

• Role of non-executive directors

• Governance structures inc. board sub-committees

Buy in from everyone

• Management systems

• Worker engagement

• Behavioural fire safety?



The Hackitt Review - Conclusions

• Don’t wait for new legislation and guidance

• You already have the tools 

• Get ahead of the game



Fire Safety – R v Butt

• Appeal against sentence of six months' imprisonment (suspended for 18 

months), tagged curfew, fine of £250,000 and costs of £14,210

• Fine of £250,000 was reduced to £150,00 

• H&S Sentencing Guidelines do not apply to RRO offences However, in R v 

Sandhu [2017] Judge Collier QC observed that in fire safety cases the 

guideline might provide a "useful check for considering whether a sentence 

arrived at ... has produced a sentence which is either unduly lenient or 

manifestly excessive."

• Guidelines followed:

– Harm risked will be at the highest level - level A 

– Culpability will vary depending upon the circumstances of the 

offending.

– Referred to requirement of offender to provide detailed evidence of their 

financial circumstances.

• General guideline: sentencing offences for which there is no offence specific 

guideline – December 2018



Legal Privilege



Legal Privilege: 

HSE v Jukes - Court of Appeal

• 23 December 2010 employee of Gaskells NW Limited was fatally 

injured in a baling machine

• He entered the compaction chamber to clear a blockage and was 

crushed by the movement of the hydraulic ram.

• Prior to the appellant's trial, Jonathan Gaskell (the managing 

director), Gaskells NW Limited and Michael Cunliffe (a fitter 

employed by the company) had pleaded guilty to H&S offences.

• H&S Manager Paul Jukes also prosecuted, pleaded not guilty.



HSE v Jukes  - Appeal

• Prosecution relied on a signed statement the appellant gave to the 

company’s solicitors which said "I took over formal responsibility for 

health and safety. I started a process of assessing the overall health 

and safety competency of the lads … I'm responsible for daily 

housekeeping and health and safety on site, including the 

implementation of site safety and working practices”.

• In his prepared statement to the HSE and Defence Statement he 

asserted he wasn’t responsible for Health and Safety.

• Jukes also said he had signed it but under pressure from Gaskell 

(the MD)



HSE v Jukes- Appeal

• 22 September 2016, the appellant (Health and Safety 

Manager) was convicted of breaching section 7 HSWA.

• Sentenced to nine months' imprisonment and ordered to 

pay £7,000 prosecution costs. 

• Matter appealed on the basis that the note to the 

company’s solicitor was inadmissible as evidence, legal 

privilege also considered. 



HSE v Jukes - Appeal

• CA stated the following must be satisfied for litigation privilege: 

– litigation is in progress or reasonably in contemplation; 

– the relevant communication or document is made or created with 

the sole or dominant purpose of conducting that litigation; and 

– the litigation is adversarial, not investigatory or inquisitorial. 

– When the statement had been made there was no prosecution, 

only an investigation

– An investigation is not adversarial litigation (SFO v ENRC)



SFO v ENRC - First instance decision

Facts

• Internal investigation following whistleblower’s

allegations of “corruption and financial wrongdoing”

• Engagement with / self-reporting to SFO

• SFO sought disclosure.  Key documents included:

– Lawyer notes of (ex-)employee interviews

– Products of forensic accountants’ “books and records” 

review

Andrews J (May 2017): these documents were disclosable 

– no legal professional privilege (LPP)



SFO v ENRC - First instance decision 

continued
• No litigation privilege (LP) – not for sole/dominant purpose of 

conducting “adversarial” litigation which was reasonably in 
contemplation:

– SFO investigation (cf. prosecution) not adversarial

– SFO prosecution only a possibility – criminal/civil distinction

– Litigation not dominant purpose – instead fact-finding, 
regulatory, compliance & (controversially) avoiding litigation 

– No privilege in documents intended/agreed to be shared 
with other side – held to be the case here

• No legal advice privilege (LAP) in interview notes - only fact-
gathering from employees not “the client” (following Three 
Rivers v Governor of the Bank of England (No.5) [2003] 
EWCA Civ 474 (Three Rivers No.5))



SFO v ENRC - Court of Appeal decision 

- LP
• Decision on LP reversed 

• Return to the position on LP pre-ENRC (Three Rivers v 

Governor of the Bank of England (No.6) [2004] UKHL 48 

(Three Rivers No.6)), applied in a commercial, achievable 

way

• Key points:

– Pragmatic approach to “reasonable contemplation” (see 

also Bilta v RBS [2017] EWHC 3535 (Ch) (Bilta))

– Removal of controversial distinctions between 

civil/criminal litigation and avoiding/defending litigation

– Understanding of dual purposes (see also Bilta and FM 

Capital Partners v Marino [2017] EWHC 3700 (Comm)

– More realistic approach to self-reporting context



SFO v ENRC - Court of Appeal decision 

- LAP

• Appeal dismissed on LAP

• ENRC/Law Society argued that “the client” should 

include employees and ex-employees who provide 

information to lawyers so that they can advise

• Court of Appeal considered it was bound by Three 

Rivers No.5 

• But considered law wrong as a matter of principle

• Future reconsideration by Supreme Court?



SFO v ENRC - Conclusions

• LAP remains of limited application in an investigation

• LP remains highly fact-specific

• Claims to privilege remain open to scrutiny

• Areas requiring particular caution:

– Early stage investigations

– Multiple purposes

– Non-adversarial processes

– Terms of self-reporting / regulator engagement



Prohibition notices and FFI



Prohibition Notices – Chevron

The Facts?

• 23 April 2013 - HSE took the view that stairways and gratings leading to

helipad weakened by corrosion

• Prohibition Notice served - Chevron ordered to stop using the stairways

• Some of the metalwork was removed for testing by Chevron and those

tests confirmed that the metalwork met the relevant British Standard

and was not unsafe

Challenge? 

• Chevron appealed against the Notice 

• Employment Tribunal cancelled the Notice 

• HSE appealed – but cancellation affirmed 

• Conflicting E&W judgment : 

- Rotary Yorkshire v Hague [2014] EWHC 2126 (Admin): “…only evidence 

available or which could reasonably have been available to the HSE Inspector could be taken 

into account when deciding an appeal”
• HSE sought leave to appeal to the Supreme Court



Prohibition Notices – Chevron cont…

Decision?

• Supreme Court upheld the previous decisions 

• Ruled that later evidence can be taken into account when 

determining an Enforcement Notice appeal

• Lady Black said that:

“When the inspector serves the Notice, section 22 makes clear that what matters is that he 

is of the opinion that the activities in question involve a risk of serious personal injury. If he is of that 

opinion, the Notice comes into existence.  However … when it comes to an appeal, the focus 

shifts. The appeal is not against the inspector’s opinion, but against the Notice itself ….

The Inspector’s opinion about the risk, and the reasons why he formed it and served the 

Notice, could be relevant … but I can see no good reason for confining the Tribunal’s consideration to 

the material that was, or should have been, available to the inspector."



Fee For Intervention

• Regulations came into force on 6 April 2016 - FFI now £129 per hour!

• HSE’s Annual Report and Accounts 2015/16 – income from FF1 £14.7m but 

cost of recovery £17.5m!

• OCS Group UK Ltd - Judicial Review re dispute process.  

• Settled with consultation for a new scheme 

– A FFI will still be charged

– If a duty holder wishes to query it MUST be raised within 21-days 

(review undertaken by PI)

– If upheld, a dispute can be raised now to a panel INDEPENDENT of 

HSE;

• Disclosure of evidence and reasoning to duty holder

• Notification of panel to duty holder

• New process - in force from 1 September 2017!



Case Study – Lifting operations and 

control of contractors



ATE – The Facts

• Leading used truck and trailer specialists

• Used scrap metal dealer to dismantle trailers for many years –

worked from a number of premises

• Didn’t pay him for work but he was allowed to keep the metal and 

sell it for scrap

• Scrap metal merchant hit hard times so ATE allowed him to use part 

of their premises to carry on his business – he paid them £50 per 

trailer in lieu of rent. Debate as to whether defined area.

• Some debate over method used (albeit involved FLT to provide 

support)

• Scrap metal merchant fatally injured when trailer he was dismantling 

fell and struck him on the head

• No witnesses



ATE - Plea

• Initially pleaded not-guilty – no responsibility for contractors work / method

• Later pleaded (on invitation of HSE) guilty to Reg 3 – MHSWR (s. 3 HSWA

dropped) – on basis didn’t provide written risk assessment for few 

occasions ATE’s own employees completed same task (albeit using 

different method as had crane available)

• HSE criticised contractors method but no criticism of ATE’s own method

• ATE / HSE agreed:

– Low culpability

– Level A harm (ATE said low likelihood, HSE said medium)

– Offence had “more than minimal, negligible or trivial connection with the 

accident leading to Mr Price’s death but that it was not a major cause” –

on basis that possible contractor would have changed his method if he’d 

seen ATE’s risk assessment

• Plea basically accepted guilt in respect of contractor via breach to its own 

employees



ATE – Crown Court

• Found high culpability:

– failed to put in place measures that are recognised 

standards in the industry

– allowed the breach to subsist over a long period of 

time

• Agreed Level A harm but found high likelihood

• Turnover meant ATE was just within range for “medium” 

• Gave full credit for plea

• Fined £475,000

– Starting point £625,000

– Increased to £750,000 for actual harm and risk to 

others

– Reduced for plea and mitigation



ATE – Court of Appeal

• Grounds for appeal

• Fine manifestly excessive

• Judge made factual errors

– ATE not completed task itself many times

– Period of offending limited on indictment

– No industry standards

– ATE employees separated from contractors activities

• Judge departed from agreed basis of plea without 

justification

• Low culpability was correct

• Low likelihood of harm due to many years without 

accident – Harm Category 3 – up to 2



ATE – Court of Appeal

Prosecution position:

• Low culpability

– (1) it was not an operation habitually undertaken;  

– (2) ATE otherwise had good safe systems of work; 

– (3) ATE genuinely, though mistakenly, believed that it had no 

responsibility for the way Mr Price did his work;  

– (4) there had been no prior warning.

• The seriousness of harm was at level A.

• There was a medium likelihood of the risk of harm materialising; the 

work was inherently dangerous with a hidden lurking danger; it was 

undertaken without a risk assessment.

• Factor 2 ii) was engaged so an uplift was to be considered (to harm 

category 1).



ATE – Court of Appeal Judgement

• Confirmed that court not bound by agreed position but 

promoted sensible agreement and that court should only 

depart after careful consideration.

• Some concern re artificial nature of plea

• Culpability - agreed low

– should only consider ATE’s own method not method 

of contractor

– No industry standard

– Went outside time period in indictment

– Judge not justified in finding high culpability



ATE – Court of Appeal Judgement…

• Medium likelihood of harm (Harm Category 2)

– Accident free period didn’t mean likelihood of harm 

low

• Paragraph 2a – risk to others – didn’t apply as no 

evidence

• Paragraph 2b – death – did apply (moved up to Harm 

Category 1)

• Starting point at top of Harm Category 1 - £300,000

• Full credit for plea

• Fine reduced to £200,000



Sentencing



• 9,000 visits (7,800 in 2015/16 and 7,200 2014/15)

• 20,000 targeted inspections 

• More than 4,500 incident investigations begun

• 583 prosecutions (696 in 2015/16)

• Convictions in 95% of cases (same as in 2015/16)

HSE Statistics



Sentencing:

• Twelve months to October 2017:

– 146 fines of at least £100,000:

• 22 fines of at least £1m;

• 27 fines between £500,000 and £999,999

• 38 fines between £250,000 and £499,999 

• 59 fines between £100,000 and £249,999

– 65 custodial sentences for offences related to health 

and safety at work (excluding manslaughter) including 

29 involving immediate custody



Sentencing - Very Large? Tesco Stores 

Limited

• Over a 29 hour period 23,500 litres of petrol leaked from a filling tank at the 

company’s petrol station into the sewer system and watercourse.

• Local residents required medical attention and leak had serious impact on 

the nearby environment.

• Joint prosecution by Environment Agency and Lancashire County Council 

• Turnover: £39.8bn

• Sentence: £8m fine (£5m for the breach of DSEAR 2002 and £3m for 

environmental offence) plus £57,434.30 costs.



Sentencing Appeals - Tata Steel

• Two employees injured, five months apart, at same site 

due to inadequate machine guarding.

• Guilty plea to two breaches of Section 2 HSWA 1974.

• Turnover: £40bn

• Fined £185,000 + £1.8m = £1.985m



Sentencing Appeals - Tata Steel

1. Judge made errors in sentencing for the first offence.

– Court of Appeal: fine not manifestly excessive.

2. Judge should not have moved outside the category range for the 

second offence.

– Court of Appeal: Judge was entitled to do so to ensure the fine 

had a real impact on management and shareholders.

3. Judge should have made a downwards adjustment to the fine 

because the business was making a loss.

– No evidence the fine risked putting Tata out of business.

4. Judge had incorrectly concluded the offence involved a “high” 

likelihood of harm.

– Agreed “medium” likelihood of harm.

Fine reduced to £1.5m (£185,000 + £1.315m)



Sentencing - Appeals – Electricity North 

West 

• Employee died after falling 6 meters from a ladder in 2013

• He had cut through his work positioning strap whilst cutting ivy near to 

power lines

• Convicted of contravening the Work at Height Regulations 2005 but 

acquitted of breaching the Management of Health and Safety at Work 

Regulations 1999 and the Health and Safety at Work Act 1974.

• Appeal against conviction dismissed (company considering its position) but 

appeal against sentence allowed.

• Court of Appeal concluded there was not ‘sufficient basis’ for high 

culpability and that there was a low likelihood of harm

• No need to make upward adjustment to reflect being a ‘very large’ 

organisation.

• Fine reduced from £900,000 to £135,000 – an 85% reduction



Gross Negligence Manslaughter



Gross Negligence Manslaughter

• New sentencing guidelines – December 2018

• Applies to anyone sentenced on or after that date, regardless of the 

date of the offence. 

• Offence range of 1 to 18 years in prison.

• Apply to all manslaughter cases 

• Culpability – promotes flexible rather than mechanistic approach. 

Higher culpability if:

– offence was particularly serious because the offender showed a 

blatant disregard for a very high risk of death resulting from the 

negligent conduct 

– the negligent conduct was motivated by financial gain (or 

avoidance of cost).



Gross Negligence Manslaughter

New guidelines:



Gross negligence manslaughter – Case 

Study – The Facts
Defendant A

• Builder (cub-contractor) employed two inexperienced workers to 

excavate basement

• Gave hard hats and safety boots 

• Sides not shored – due to time and cost

• One side collapsed and killed worker

• Guilty plea

• Remorse, no previous convictions, main carer for wife

Defendant B

• Site manager for principal contractor

• Drafted RAMS

• Visited site 9 times but no steps to ensure RAMS followed

• Not-guilty plea – but convicted after trial

• No previous convictions



Gross negligence manslaughter – Case 

Study – The Outcome
Defendant A

• High culpability

• Starting point – 8 years

• Aggravating factor ‘other(s) put at risk’ 

• Mitigating factors - no previous convictions, remorse and ‘sole or 

primary carer for dependent relatives’ 

Defendant B

• High culpability and low culpability factors

• On balance – 5 year starting point

• Aggravating factor ‘other(s) put at risk’ 

• Mitigating factors - no previous convictions



Corporate Manslaughter



Martinisation (London) Limited

• Two workers died after fall from height in 2014.

• Lifting operation performed without supervision, training, 

method statement or risk assessment.

• Advice from lifting company ignored.

• Turnover: £9.7m (‘small’ organisation)

• Pre-tax profit: £2,400



• 19 May 2017: found guilty following a trial of two counts 

of Corporate Manslaughter and H&S offences.  Director 

Martin Gutaj also found guilty of H&S offences.

• Sentence: £1.2m fine (CM) plus £650,000 (H&S) and 

costs £71,923.  

• Director also sentenced to 14 months’ imprisonment and 

disqualified from being a director.

• Company already in liquidation.

Martinisation (London) Limited



Section 37



Personal Prosecutions

• Rise in prosecution of directors in recent years:

• In 2014/15 – 15 prosecuted;

• In 2015/16 – 46 prosecuted

• 34 of those 46 found guilty (73% - lower than usual!)

• 12 of those 34 given custodial sentences;

• 4 of which were immediate custodial

• 2 were disqualified from being directors (for 2 and 10 

years respectively)

• S 37  - Consent, connivance and neglect



Personal Prosecutions-

Custody Threshold



Personal Prosecutions –case example

R v Master Construction Products and Mr Singh

(Micro Company)

• Employee Mr Safi Kahn killed after becoming entangled 

in a waste trommel.

– No Safe System of Work;

– Essential guards missing;

– No emergency stop button;

– Machine in a dangerous state.

• Company convicted of Corporate Manslaughter;

• Mr Singh convicted of the Section 2 Health and Safety at 

Work Act offence



Personal Prosecutions – case example 

cont…

• Company paid £225,000 fine (plus costs);

• Mr Singh:

– 12 months imprisonment, suspended for 2 years;

– 300 hours of community service;

– Disqualified as a director for 8 years

• Breach of this order is a further criminal offence; 

and

– Ordered to pay £12,500 in costs personally

– Plus his own legal fees, reputational damage etc.



Vibration

• Continuing emphasis on 

occupational health by 

HSE

• October construction 

inspection blitz to include 

health issues

• Continuing enforcement 

action



Nordam Europe Limited

• Maintains & repairs aircraft components

• 100 employees exposed over 22 years

• 30 employees exposed to risk of serious harm

• Tools included orbital sanders, rivet guns, grinders and 

drills

• Absence of suitable assessment

• Should have introduced additional controls

• Absence of health surveillance

• £400k, costs of £39K



Tai Calon Community Housing Ltd

• Routine exposure to vibration daily

• Health surveillance introduced revealed a number of 

employees with HAVs

• Failed to adequately assess or implement adequate 

measures, health surveillance and training

• Fined £30k



Design & Supply Ltd

• Employee exposed for 15 years. Developed HAVs

• Inadequate assessment, controls or training

• Not reduced as low as RP, no suitable health 

surveillance

• Fined £50k



Vibration – common issues

• Problems with health surveillance

• The RA – the regulations are very prescriptive

• Failure to identify the risk at all

• Allegations always involve multiple employees over a 

long period of time

• But – the condition is not straightforward and diagnosis 

is not a precise science.



Construction Case Digest



CJ Langs

• Sherborne Gardens – HSE visit following an incident

• Found poor conditions on site including dangerous work 

at height, a lack of suitable equipment and untrained 

operatives/inadequate supervision

• Company and MD prosecuted

• Company PG fined  £80k for breach of R15 CDM 2015

• MD PG  - s.37 - 150 hours CSO also disqualified as a 

director for 3 years



Sherwood Homes

• Construction Client – commissioned 2 PC’s at 2 sites to 

build domestic properties

• Proactive inspection by the HSE and found exposure to 

risk from falls from height, silica dust and being struck by 

plant

• Action against PC’s and the client.  

• Failed to have suitable arrangements for managing the 

projects, no F10 displayed and insufficient welfare.  No 

written notice to HSE before construction phase began

• CDM breaches – fined £76K



Interesting comment on client duties

• HSE said:

"Clients cannot delegate their health and safety responsibilities. CDM 2015 

places clear duties on clients making them accountable for the impact their 

decisions and approach have on the health, safety and welfare of their project.

"In general terms, the client must ensure that the construction project is set up 

so that it is carried out from start to finish in a way that adequately controls the 

risk to health and safety of those who may be affected by it. In order to achieve 

this they must engage others (such as designers and principal contractors) that 

have the necessary skills, knowledge, training and organisational capabilities to 

fulfil their responsibilities under CDM and deliver the project safely on behalf of 

the client. If the client fails to do this, HSE will consider taking enforcement 

action against them.”



WEL Estates Ltd

• Prosecution of contractor, client and a director

• HSE visit site at Gladesmore Rd in London on numerous 

occasions

• Found poor H&S conditions on site including dangerous 

work at height, un-shored excavations and poor welfare 

facilities

• Contractor failed to plan manage and monitor the work 

on site

• Client company failed to make suitable arrangements 

and the director allowed poor conditions on site



What happened

• Contractor PG to Reg 15 CDM – 8 months imprisonment 

suspended for 12 months, 250 hours CSO

• WEL PG Reg 4 CDM - fined 20K

• Director s.37 200 hours CSO



Steven Connolly

• Observed by an inspector employing unsafe practices 

when erecting a scaffold

• Put himself at serious risk.  Ignored the inspector and 

subjected her to a torrent of abuse

• Left the scaffold incomplete and unsafe

• PG WAH.

• 24 weeks imprisonment suspended for 18 months and 

electronic tag



Mick George Ltd

• A driver emptying soil from tipper

• D had identified need for goalposts but only one was installed

• Driver pulled forward, came into contact with OPL

• Minor damage to vehicle and driver unhurt

• Should have assessed the risk more rigorously and realised its 

system of work was inadequate

• PG to Reg 25 of CDM

• Fined £566K

• HSE said “a very serious incident” – should have requested 

diversion of OP underground prior to construction (if not RP 

goalposts either side)



Coast & Country Construction Ltd

• Lack of h&s controls at a large timber frame extension.  

HSE visit and find numerous breaches

• Witnessed risks including falls from height, fire, slips and 

trips and poorly controlled wood dust

• “A total disregard for H&S and site management”

• In particular risk of fire spread to existing building

• 80 physically or mentally impaired people put at risk of 

injury or death

• C&C convicted in absence of s.2/s.3 HSWA – fined 

£150k

• Architect PD – PG to Reg11 fined £20k



Tonic Construction Ltd

• Operative killed

• Driving a forward tipping dumper onto a spoil heap

• Became stuck

• Deceased jumped off and it flipped causing head injuries 

– died at the scene

• HSE find practice was to access spoil heaps within ot

barriers to prevent over-running

• PG to s.2 HSWA – fined £200k



Dirty work at the crossroads

• Asbestos company and 2 managers prosecuted

• Forged medical certificates and training certificates for 

operatives

• The Dr allegedly issuing the certificates had retired and 

left the UK

• Docs forged to get an asbestos licence

• David Lloyd – PG. 12 weeks suspended for 2 years

• Lee Cooper – 80 hours CSO

• Company fined £13k.
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